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Welcome Delegates,

We are Suhav Toteja and Sera Saju, and we are pleased to welcome you all to the First 
Committee of the United Nations General Assembly - Disarmament and International Security 
(DISEC) as your co-chairs! Working with us will be moderator Hannah Carter. We look forward to 
meeting you all and hearing your thoughtful and creative ideas. 

I, Suhav, am originally from Edison, NJ where I first began my MUN career seven years ago. I 
then competed for my high school’s travel team and eventually served as president my senior year. I 
am now currently a freshman at the College of Arts & Science, majoring in Economics and 
Mathematics with a possible minor in Politics. This year I will also serve as a Chair for a committee in 
NYU’s college conference, NYUMUNC. Outside of Model UN and barely making my classes at NYU, 
I enjoy exploring new restaurants, crying about all my favorite New York sports teams, dabbling in a 
little cooking, and traveling the world. 

I, Sera, am currently a sophomore at NYU’s College of Arts & Science, majoring in 
biochemistry with minors in mathematics and psychology. I am also on the pre-medicine track. I am 
from Princeton Junction, New Jersey and have been a part of my high school’s MUN team since 
sophomore year where I participated in travel team and chaired a high school MUN conference. 
Outside of MUN, I am involved in a service and cultural sorority, I tutor students in grades K-12, and I 
spend time traveling with my family. 

Hannah our moderator is a sophomore in the Gallatin School of Individualized Study studying 
International Politics and Philosophy. She is originally from south Florida and this is her first year 
doing MUN. 

The topics for this committee are both pressing and challenging issues. Topic A involves 
territorial conflicts and as such conflicts are vast, we’ve decided to focus on three major conflicts: 
Israel-Palestine, the South China Sea, and the Gulf of Venezuela and the Los Monjes Archipelago. For 
Topic B, we will be discussing terrorist groups in Sub-Saharan Africa, including Al Shabaab and Boko 
Haram, to name a few. For these topics, the dais will be looking not only for knowledge of this topic, 
but creativity and compromise in solutions.

A great way to get a solid foundation for researching this topic is to write the position paper. 
This position paper is required for all delegates and is necessary to be eligible for awards. Please see 
the delegate guide for proper formatting of these position papers. The position papers are due 
November 13 at 11:59 PM and should be submitted to the email below. 

Best of luck on research and solutions. If you have any questions leading up to the conference, 
please don’t hesitate to contact me. I look forward to meeting you all at EmpireMUNC V! 

Best Regards, 

Welcome Letter

Suhav Toteja
Co-Chair, DISEC
EmpireMUNC V
chair.disec.empiremuncv@gmail.com 

Sera Saju
Co-Chair, DISEC
EmpireMUNC V
chair.disec.empiremuncv@gmail.com 

mailto:chair.disec.empiremuncv@gmail.com
mailto:chair.disec.empiremuncv@gmail.com
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Committee Overview  

 
The General Assembly First Committee (DISEC) in session on 28 October 2016. Credit: ICAN 
 
Introduction to the Disarmament and International Security (DISEC) 

In the six Committees of the United Nations General Assembly, the First Committee is              1

charged with the matters of Disarmament and International Security (DISEC). DISEC has the             
special privilege of considering all matters related to disarmament and security under the Charter              
of the United Nations, taking precedence over other committees of the General Assembly and              
deferring only to the recommendations and actions of the Security Council. All member-states of              
the UN have a seat in DISEC and discuss means of cooperation and regulating arms, arms                
control, and disarmament across on a global scale, all in order to maintain world peace through                
promoting stability in regions and demilitarizing societies. DISEC, as a subsidiary committee of             
the General Assembly, regularly meets in October for a 4-to-5 week session every year.              
Currently. Mohammed Hussein Ali Bahr Aluloom of Iraq sits as the chair for the body.  

DISEC holds the distinct honor of recommending what would become the first-ever            
resolution ever passed by the General Assembly in 1946. Furthermore, it enjoys a spirit of               
consensus that produces resolutions co-sponsored by most to all members of DISEC. 

1 Mainly drawn from “UN General Assembly - First Committee - Disarmament and International Security.” 
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Topic A: Territorial Disputes 

Introduction 
A territorial dispute is defined as the disagreement of two territorial entities over the              

possession or control of land. Such disputes are often over natural resources, but can also be over                 
religion, cultural differences, and ethnic nationalism. During this committee, we will be focusing             
on three major territorial disputes: Israel-Palestine, South China Sea, and the Gulf of Venezuela              
and Los Monjes Archipelago.  

The Israel-Palestine territorial dispute is one that spans thousands of years. This is a              
religion based conflict between Jews and Arab groups, both of which believe that they have the                
jurisdictional right to the land. This conflict first started following World War II when thousands               
of Jews needed a place to live. Many Jews went to Palestine as it had a Jewish population.                  
However, the majority of the population of the area was Arab. After much war, in the late 1980s                  
the State of Palestine was declared by the Palestine Liberation Organization. This state was              
recognized by the Arab League and the majority of South America, Africa, and Asia but not by                 
North American and European states.  

South China Sea is another heated territorial conflict. This conflict, like many territorial             
disputes, is a natural resource based conflict. Control of this area is so important because the                
area is rich in marine life, it is abundant in natural resources, and roughly $5.3 trillion worth of                  
goods pass through here. Countries that have claims to areas of the South China Sea include                
China, Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, Vietnam and Japan. Furthermore, the United            
States has interests here as $1.2 trillion in American goods pass through here every year. While                
the US regards this area as international waters open for free navigation, the Asian countries               
involved in the conflict do not agree and each claim their ‘fair’ share.  

The last territorial dispute that we will discuss in this committee is the Gulf of Venezuela                
and Los Monjes Archipelago between Colombia and Venezuela over control over the entrance to              
the Golfo de Venezuela. For Colombia this would not only mean expanding territory into the               
Caribbean, but it would also mean claim to waters that are next to Venezuela's oil rich Lago de                  
Maracaibo. It also has economic importance to Venezuela, which uses as a source of crude               
petroleum. Border disputes initially started following the independence of Colombia and           
Venezuela from Spain in the 19th century. While land boundaries were settled in 1941, the               
maritime boundaries have yet to be settled. 

Historical Background 

Israel-Palestine Conflict 

While we often talk about the Israel-Palestine conflict as one that has lasted over a               
thousand years, the majority of the conflict actually started in the 1900s. At the time, while the                 
Arabs in the area were developing a sense of being Palestinian, the Jews in Europe increasingly                
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supported Zionism, a movement that supported the re-establishment of the Jewish homeland in             
the historical Land of Israel. In the early 1900s, before the start of World War I, many Jews                  
moved here. Following the end of World War I, the British took control of the area that they                  
called the British Mandate for Palestine. The British allowed Jewish immigration at first, but              
because tensions grew between the Jewish and Arab populations in the area, the British began               
limiting Jewish immigration in the 1930s. Following this policy, Jews began to form militias              
against both Arabs and British rule. Following the Holocaust, even more Jews were in search of                
a homeland and came to British Palestine. Because of the violence, the United Nations proposed               
in 1947 to split the state into a Jewish Israel and an Arab Palestine, with Jerusalem becoming an                  
international zone. However, the Arabs believed that this idea only furthered European            
colonialism and so many Arab states declared war on Israel. This was the Arab-Israeli war that                
lasted 1948-1949. Israel not only won the war, but also gained much land, including that of West                 
Jerusalem and parts of Palestine. This caused a huge refugee crisis as many Palestinians were               
displaced. Then, in 1967, Israel and the neighboring states fought the Six-Days War, which lead               
to Israel occupying the Palestinian territories, including all of Jerusalem. In 1978, Israel and Egyt               
signed the Camp David Accords, in which Israel gave Egypt Sinai. This action turned out to be                 
very controversial. Fighting between Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization went on            
for years. Soon, Israelis began settling in the West Bank which caused conflict between the               
Palestinians that were living there. Because of this growing Israeli settlement, many Palestinians             
were pushed of their land. In 1987, this conflict lead to the First Intifada (1987-1993), which is                 
Arabic meant the first uprising. This consisted of mostly protests and boycotts, but soon became               
violent. Israel responded with more violence. At the same time, a group in Gaza formed Hamas,                
a violent extremist group dedicated to the destruction of Israel. Finally in 1993, leaders from               
both sides signed the Oslo Accords. This series of agreements was a timetable for the peace                
process and included the complete withdrawal of the Israeli troops from the West Bank cities as                
well as a timetable for elections for the Palestinian Legislative Council. Following lack of              
development in the Camp David II summit in 2000, Palestinians rise up the the Second Intifada,                
much more violent than the first. The death toll included over 1000 Israelis and 3200               
Palestinians. Following this, Israel puts up walls and checkpoints to control Palestinians. Israel             
withdraws from Gaza in 2005, which leads to Hamas gaining more power. Israel puts Gaza in a                 
blockade, causing unemployment to rise to 40%. This is the current situation in the area, with                
Israeli settlements continuing all over the West Bank with usual protests and violence and with               
ongoing violence from Hamas in Gaza.  
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South China Sea 

The South China Sea has become a serious area of territorial dispute by the countries of Brunei,                 
China, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam. The issue is so pressing due to the high                
traffic of trade, profitability from ownership, political gain through control of the area. This              
region can be very easily described as two sets of islands. The Paracel Islands which are                
clustered in the northwest corner of the Sea, and the Spratly Islands in the southeast corner.The                
area denoted the South China Sea has been disputed since the aftermath of World War II. In fact,                  
the islands that exist in this area were not claimed by any single sovereign entity until the China                  
in 1946. In 1946, China established itself on a few features in the Spratlys, and in early 1947, it                   
also snapped up Woody Island of the Paracel Islands chain, which seemed like a serious attempt                
to intercept the French and Vietnamese intentions to make landfall. With little to no relevance in                
the coming years, the Chinese, French, and Vietnamese forces retreated from the islands and              
back to their homelands. With another band of inertia in 1955 and 1956, it was not until the                  
1970’s that nations began to have large scale dispute over the land. The random spur was due to                  
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trade rumors of the presence of oil under the South China Sea. Eventually in 2002, ASEAN and                 
China came together to sign the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea                 
which seemed like a possible solution to the disputed lands. The Declaration sought to establish a                
framework for the eventual negotiation to develop a Code of Conduct for the South China Sea. A                 
large part of the declaration stated that the actors in the South China Sea would “exercise                
self-restraint in the conduct of activities that would complicate or escalate disputes and affect              
peace and stability including, among others, refraining from action of inhabiting on the presently              
uninhabited islands, reefs, shoals, cays, and other features and to handle their differences in a               
constructive manner.” In 2009, Malaysia and Vietnam sent a joint submission to the Commission              
on the Limits of the Continental Shelf. This is when the major conflict began.  
 
Gulf of Venezuela and Los Monjes Archipelago 

Both Venezuela and Colombia were part of the post colonial state Gran Colombia, that              
was dissolved in 1831. Since then, Venezuela and Colombia have not been able to agree on their                 
territorial limits in the Gulf, specifically regarding Los Monjes. Colombia claims that Los             
Monjes is within its territorial waters, while Venezuela believes that Los Monjes is an extension               
of its own continental shift. In 1952, during the interim government of Roberto Urdaneta              
Arbeláez, the Colombian Minister of Foreign Affairs acknowledged the sovereignty of           
Venezuela over Los Monjes, however the Colombian Congress did not endorse this action and              
since conflicts relating to borders and limits are within the jurisdiction of Congress, this action               
was not seen as valid. In 1958, the first United Nations summit on international sea regulation                
took place and concluded with the middle line principle to demarcate shared waters. However,              
since this benefited Colombia, Venezuela refused to accept it. In 1969, the first attempt at               
negotiation took place, concluding with the signing of the Declaration of Sochagota. Talks held              
between 1970 and 1973 ended with no settlement. In 1975, Colombian President Alfonso López              
Michelsen and Venezuelan President Carlos Andrés Pérez worked on an agreement           
(López-Pérez hypothesis) and sent it to both the Colombian and the Venezuelan Congresses for              
approval. However, the agreement did not receive support in the Venezuelan Congress. In 1987,              
“the Caldas Corvettes Crisis” took place, the conflict’s most important episode. The Colombian             
Army stationed two corvettes on the disputed waters, causing the Venezuelan President to act by               
sending troops and F-16 airplanes. While the two countries could have been on the verge of a                 
military conflict during this situation, it was diplomatically dealt with and, nine days later, the               
Caldas corvettes returned to Colombia. In 1989-1990, the two countries implemented the            
Declarations of San Pedro Alejandrino and Ureña, which created the negotiating committee and             
the neighborhood commission for Border Integration. However, negotiations have been blocked           
since 2009 as the government of Hugo Chávez dissolved the negotiating committee.  
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Current - South China Sea 
The South China Sea is rich in natural resources containing 11 million barrels of oil, 190 trillion                 
cubic feet of natural gas, 10% of all of the world’s fisheries, and aslo 30% of the worlds global                   
shipping trade flowing through the area. China has sought to develop islands in the South China                
Sea through swift and mean measures. China was found to develop military bases on 7 islands                
located on the South China Sea. They have air bases, artillery, and stationed almost a thousand                
troops. However, looking back to 2016, satellite images show that these islands didn’t even exist.               
Within the last two years China has been pumping sand into the oceans and creating these man                 
made islands. By adding almost 3.5 acres everyday, China is increasing its presence and trying to                
lay claim to the South China Sea. The rest of the countries lay claim to these islands through the                   
UN Convention of the Law of the Seas which states that a country lay claims to 200 miles off its                    
coast, called the nation’s Exclusive Economic zone. The region that falls out of this area are                
denoted as shared waters. China, currently claims that beyond their EEZ, they have a historical               
claim to the lands and try to mark this area using the 9 dash line.  

Current - Israel-Palestine 
The current peace process in the Israel-Palestine area involves the two state solution but the UN                
questions both sides initiative in resolving the situation. The European Union has criticized Israel              
for undermining the two state solution because of their increased settlement and policies. The              
Quarter on the Middle East also expressed concern, especially regarding the ongoing violence in              
the West Bank. Amnesty International published a report covering the reckless violence of the              
Israeli Police force in the West Bank. There have even been cases of wilful killings that would                 
constitute war crimes. There are multiple issues involved in the current solution including the              
control of Jerusalem and holy sites, the Palestinian refugee crisis, and Islamist extremist groups              
such as Hamas.  

Current - The Gulf of Venezuela 
The lines of territory have been unclear since the Spanish rule in most conflicts that plague South                 
America. Their desire comes from the need to control the oceans as a means of power.                
Venezuela had access and control to 3 nautical miles off of their coast and that would soon                 
translate to 12 is they hadn’t broken their original contract. The law of seas has methods in place                  
to settle contiguous zone, continental shelf, and exclusive economic zone disputes. However,            
Colombia and Venezuela have now been trying to settle the issue in the Gulf for more than 30                  
years. Both nations differ with the application of concepts because any final decision over the               
dispute will have a serious impact on their national interests. Who and how the concepts stated in                 
the law change the outcome for each respective country. The issue has gained tension beyond the                
simple dispute over the gulf and has incited political trouble. Colombia signed a military              
agreement with the United States sparking outcry in Venezuela. Soon after that, in July 2010, the                
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Venezuelan president cut off diplomatic ties with Colombia altogether providing increased           
instability to the already dangerous continent of South America.  
 
Bloc Positions  
The United States 
The United States of America has no claim in the South China Sea but as one of the world’s                   
superpowers it continues to use its Navy to defend International waters. When the Spratly islands               
began to be developed by China, they took notice of this and sent destroyer ships to protect the                  
region. The nation of China saw this as an infringement of their lands and responded with their                 
own destroyer ship and a patrol boat and surrounded their other islands with numerous destroyer               
ships. The United States chose to enter a defense agreement with Colombia which angered              
Venezuela authority. There have been multiple reports that link them with attacks on Venezuela,              
however, none have been confirmed. The United States regressed their interventionist policy            
when the Israel-Palestine conflict seemed like it came to a standstill.  
 
Major World Powers 
Support of larger countries has escalated some of these conflicts. The waters of the South China                
Sea were given control to the Philippines when the Netherlands ruled them in their favor in the                 
Hague. A lack of enforcement on the claims from major world powers makes it easy to dismiss                 
their claims in all three situations. Many world powers have taken a stance to protect their self                 
interests but the conflict in the region remains. 
 
Smaller nations  
A lack of militaristic power to match the overarching threat of major world powers has               
suppressed smaller nations in the South China Sea. They claim to have similar rights over the                
lands, but fail to respond in these conflicts. Countries directly dependent on the trade, influence,               
or ideals of the countries in dispute are impacted by the larger decisions. Their own motivations                
play a role in their stance and are something to consider for the creation of plausible sponsorship                 
to solutions.  
 
Large forces in dispute  
China has continually made military claims to the islands. They have taken a step further and                
attempt to use the cabbage strategy to push away other nations in their claims. After the                
Phillipines arrested a few of of their men, China launched an initiative to control the lands called                 
the Air Identification Zone. Because of the deep religious history, Israel and Palestine both lay               
claim to the the region. Israel faces pressure from the muslim dominated middle east, because as                
they see it, it is a method for western idealism to have presence in the muslim regions. Palestine                  
has failed numerous times in an effort to either rebel or coexist in the region. Colombia and                 
Venezuela both have longstanding claims and forces arrayed to enforce respective claims. 
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Conclusion & Questions to Consider 
The lands of the South China Sea, Israel-Palestine, and the Gulf of Venezuela have been               
disputed for many years over religion, natural resources, and cultural differences in identity.             
These are some current territorial disputes but as regions become lucrative and desirable, more              
territorial disputes arise. A solution to these conflicts would have to serve as a model to the rest                  
of the world for further conflicts and is extremely desirable to political geographers. The threat               
of war looms over of all of these conflicts and is a serious threat to the world in this                   
interconnected society we have today. Before these get to war, or these conflicts escalate beyond               
political trouble the Disarmament and International Security Committee of the UN must agree on              
terms to demilitarize these areas and ascertain the future of these lands.  

1. What role does nationalism play in the disputed maritime regions? What role has             
nationalism played in the past in and to what extent should it play a role in territorial                 
disputes? 

2. What should be the appropriate penalties for dealing with countries breaking the            
UNCLOS? 

3. Is there need for a new convention/treaty/document to reform the rights and legislations             
currently governing the seas and other disputed lands? 

4. How can a solution to any of these territorial disputes be applicable in other similar               
circumstances and serve as a model for the future?  

5. To what extent are nations accountable for their wartime actions? In which way can they               
be held accountable?  

6.  
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Topic B: Terrorist Groups in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Introduction 
Sub-Saharan Africa is the region of Africa located south of the Sahara, divided from              

North Africa by the middle region called Sahel. Violent attacks have recently spread all              
throughout Africa in the beginning of 2018. Africa already faces ongoing conflict with native              
militant groups in the the civil wars of South Sudan and the Central African Republic as well as                  

riots against the governments of South Eastern Africa.        
Now, Islamic militant groups have infiltrated the area        
and have become a pressing concern to the stability of          
the worlds most impoverished nations,  
Exploiting and terrorizing local villages who lay in        
desperation has become routine strategy for these       
militant groups to stay active and gain strength in the          
process. This phenomenon is most pertinent in the        
ungoverned region named Sahel. The region consists       
of a mostly poor muslim population subject to extreme         
vulnerability, faces extreme food and water scarcity,       

and lacks a governing body which has led to much instability. The umbrella groups that hang                
over this territory are ISIS and Al-Qaeda. Their desire to recruit and establish themselves in the                
region has bolstered their fighting power and led to an extremely unstable region.  

On the eastern end, groups such as Boko Haram which is a jihadist militant organization               
based in northeastern Nigeria, also active in Chad, Niger and northern Cameroon originated from              
the poverty of Nigeria and has now gained strength and backing from the Islamic States to                
establish the ISWA, or the     
Islamic States of Western    
Africa. This group operates    
around the area of Lake     
Chad. On the western end     
of the Sahel there were     
many attack including one    
7 years ago in Northern     
Mali, they established a    
caliphate in this region    
until the French military    
led an attack to push them      
out of the area. Soon after  
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the initial intervention that group affiliated themselves with Al-Qaeda and later split again with              
one actor affiliating with the Islamic State. Now these militant groups are fighting for              
establishment in the ungoverned part of Mali, foreigners such as American and French             
embassies, and ambushing other forces special to those region. Al Shabaab and Boko Haram              
both believe in the establishment of an Islamic caliphate. The conflicts of the middle east have                
come to plague sub-saharan Africa where they are able to fight dangerous  proxy wars.  

Historical Background  
Boko Haram began as a small religious complex in 2002 in Maiduguri that attracted              

many poor Muslims for all over Sub-Saharan Africa. They differentiate themselves from other             
terrorist groups by being more localized and sympathetic to African insurgency. Although            
non-violent at first, it slowly transformed into a lethal and violent force, culminating in the               
infamous kidnapping of 270 schoolgirls and committing actions denounced even by ISIS            
members. Their reign of terror was briefly subdued by Nigerian police forces in 2009. However,               
with the alleged help of ISIS, Boko Haram has recently been rising in numbers and               

consequently, so has the    
number of their victims.    
Boko Haram alone is at     
fault for the deaths of     
more than 15,000 people,    
the displacement of   
millions, as well as a     
regional food crisis   
slowly developing into a    
famine. In 2014, they    
became the deadliest   
terrorist group, killing   
more than ISIS. The    

group is now active in Nigeria, Cameroon, Niger, and Chad. 
Founded in 2006, Al-Shabaab, otherwise known as al-Shabab, is a radical islamic youth             

group based out of Somalia whos claws also threaten Kenya. Although the group initially              
enjoyed popular support due to its promises to bring stability to the unstable region of Somalia,                
support dwindled once money ran short and famine set in. In 2011, al-Shabaab was removed by                
African Union troops from the Somali capital Mogadishu and out of the trading city of Kismayo                
in 2012, cutting off the groups main source of income. However, the group is a loyal friend to                  
al-Qaeda, with its then leader pledging his allegiance to the other terrorist group in 2012. In                
retaliation to being driven out of the cities, al-Shabaab has ran a campaign of terror. They have                 
attacked populated areas, such as a bombing that coincided with the Fifa World Cup final in                
2010 and a deadly attack on a shopping mall in 2013. Their deadliest attack on a safari hotel left                   
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587 dead in 2017. In addition to reigning terror over thousands of lives, the group practices strict                 
Sharia Law, including the inhuman practice of stoning “sinners” to death. Although the United              
States has recently decided to carry out 30 drone strikes in order to weaken the hold of                 
al-Shabaab, it is unquestionable that more must be done to cease the horrific actions of this                
terrorist group. 

Boko Haram in Nigeria and Al- Shabaab’s widening presence in Somalia, Kenya and             
Uganda pose an unprecedented security threat to dozens of African nations. In 2014, Boko              
Haram was responsible for more deaths than ISIS. Al-Shabaab is fundamentalist group with             
thousands of fighters that allies itself with al-Qaeda. Such deadly groups create instability and              
foment fear within their innocent civilian victims. Furthermore, their allyship with other terrorist             
forces such as ISIS and al-Qaeda poses an increased threat to further radicalization and violence.               
Therefore, it is necessary for this committee to discuss what can be done to help the people of                  
Sub-Saharan Africa to escape from the deadly grasps of these international terrorist groups. 

Current Situation 
Various terrorist groups continue to attack and harm a multitude of African countries             

with no end in sight. In fact, the threat level has only increased, with more violent groups coming                  
out the woodwork. Boko Haram’s actions alone triggered a humanitarian crisis. Most recently,             

Lake Chad, a main source of      
water to millions in Africa and a       
basin for Chad, Niger, Cameroon     
and Nigeria, has come under     
repeated and deadly attack. In     
September of 2018, Boko Haram     
attacked Chadian troops, resulting    
in four civilian deaths, two soldier      
deaths, and 17 Boko Haram     
member deaths. According to    
Hussaini Abdu, the Nigerian    
Director of Plan International,    
“for the first time in world history       
we are seeing young girls and      
young boys being strapped with     

improvised bombs and Boko Haram using them as instruments of war. This has never happened               
anywhere before. The level of displacement and of gender based violence that particularly             
younger girls are going through is unbelievable.” 
 As a result of the constant attacks, an international donor conference held in Berlin in               
September of 2018 raised $2.52 billion that would be disbursed “in the coming years” to the                
countries surrounding Lake Chad. A similar conference held in 2017 raised $627 million,             
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resulting in the avoidance of famine in the region. However, the most recent conference focused               
on only on humanitarian assistance and civilian protection, but also on longer term goals to assist                
with stabilization, crisis prevention, and on the 10 million people dependent on international aid              
in the region. 

In October 14, 2017, al-Shabaab suicide bombers killed approximately 600 by driving a             
truck full of explosives into a crowded avenue in the Somali capital of Mogadishu. The attack                
was the deadliest in all of Africa and the fifth deadliest terrorist attack in history. One of the men                   
responsible for the attack, a veteran member of al-Shabaab was executed by firing squad on the                
one year anniversary of the attacks. Despite this, various Somali citizens feel little has been done                
to make reparations to the victims or even to truly investigate the horrific incident. Furthermore,               
deadly attacks continue to haunt the Somali people. On October 13, 2017, in the town of Baidoa                 
in Somalia, two suicide bombers attacked a restaurant and hotel, killing 16 and wounding over               
50 others. Al-Shabaab was claimed responsibility for the attack. In addition, the hotel is owned               
by a former Somali minister, Mohamed Aden Fargeti, a regional presidential candidate running             
for office in the upcoming November elections. Mukhtar Robow, the highest level al-Shabaab             
defector, is also running for the same regional presidency. 

Kenya has also recently been the victim of al-Shabaab attacks. Hassan Hodey, a             
Somalian national recently planned and     
attacked Arabia Boys Secondary School,     
killing two foreign teachers. In addition, joint       
security and intelligence agencies on the      
Kenya-Somali border are on the highest state       
of alert after learning al-Shabaab is planning       
a major attack soon. An intelligence report       
calls attention to the linked Al-Qaeda and       
al-Shabaab fighters that have concentrated     

around the Hola, Dura, Jidahaley, Juma, and Ilkabere areas, which are all a few miles from the                 
Kenyan border. 

Bloc Positions  
 
United States and the EU 
The militant groups in this region are a threat to the whole continent of Africa and the                 
development of society as a whole. In 2015, Nigeria’s Boko Haram became the world’s deadliest               
terrorist organization. Since then significant world powers from the United States and the             
countries of the EU have made multiple attempts to defeat their presence. Larger nations have               
also pointed to the longstanding poor governance of Nigeria as a direct cause of such instability.                
They have since sought government reform in many facets. These larger nations aim to              
redevelop the area in order to redress the Nigerian Muslim population. They also seek              
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punishment and control over the human rights violations that are currently taking place. The              
insurgence that took place led to acts of violence and the kidnappings of three-hundred female               
students to fuel the Muslim-Christian violence is what caused much of the outcry in the first                
place. The suppression of such acts has been a pressing issue for the global community. The                
organized attacks to suppress the terrorist groups however have all failed.  

Europe also holds the strongest border in the world in a joint force in the northern African                 
region. The Africans attempting escape the caliphate are unable to flee because of their fear of                
the caliphate progressing north to Europe.  

 

 
               Attacks on the Terrorist Group, Source: businessdailyafrica 

Coalition of African Nations 
In immediate response, the African Nations have taken an every nation for themself             

approach to the situation. In times of such conflict it is imperative that nations protect themselves                
from the threat of militant groups. Other nations have recommended that countries build positive              
culture and develop their policing forces to foster an identity within nations at risk.  

Cameroon, Niger and Chad - There three West African nations have joined forces to fight               
the militant groups as a united front. There most successful mission has been early January 2018,                
where the military claims 1,050 insurgents surrendered after intensive air raids and joined ground              
force attack. A wife of a prominent Boko Haram leader as well as around 100 insurgents were                 
killed in the attack. Due to this attack many Africans held captive and forced to work under the                  
rule of Boko Haram on farms and in their artillery were also freed. Before this African led attack,                  
there was a series on unsuccessful attempts which not only were failed missions but also damped                
the political situation by alienating these groups and causing worsened rebellion.  
 
Major world powers  
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There has been an increased use of the Nigeria Security Tracker and the Global Conflict               
Tracker but there has been little to no implementation based on the findings. The U.S and France                 
have both stepped up their presence with military bases all across the Sahel, but their attacks                
have been limited to drone strikes and small missions from special forces. This alone has been                
helpful but not alone to combat the groups of that region. A lack of government and natural                 
resources remain, making it a perfect region for the terrorist groups to extend their caliphate with                
their rampant mechanisms.  
 
Middle East 

The terrorist groups in the middle east have reportedly supplied the militant groups of              
Africa. Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State of Syria have backed respective groups in the region to                
push their own agenda. This trend has increased so much so that in the last decade, the                 
Sub-Saharan region of Africa has become a new fighting ground for these organizations and this               
has now developed into a proxy war for these groups. There are some reports that label this                 
proxy war as one fueled by larger world powers but none of this has been confirmed.  

As these Islamic States fight in the region of the Sahel they have broken into smaller                
groups to cover the whole area. Together they lead a coalition on foreign powers, but are also are                  
in conflict with each other over the disputed lands. These groups are also backed by powers in                 
the middle east, driving the motives of these groups in all directions. 

 

 
 
Boko Haram promotes a similar message as many of the Islamic militant groups. Boko Haram,               
in local Hausa language means “western education is a sin”. This clear hatred has led to a lack of                   
cooperation and movement in the effort to eradicate this group from the highly volatile region.               
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As the Disarmament and International Security Committee of the UN, your duty is to find a                
substantial solution through the means of diplomacy and actionable change. 
  
Conclusion & Questions to Consider 

1. How does the war in the middle east affect the militant groups in Sahel? Do these pose an                  
extra threat to the region? 

2. What does the takeover of unstable regions of Africa say about the dangers of other               
unstable regions globally? 

3. How can the UN prevent the spread of terrorist groups in the Sub-Saharan region of               
Africa? 

4. What can be done to prevent the insurgence that has lead to many human rights               
violations? 

5. Do the other world powers have a responsibility to this region? If yes, where does their                
sovereignty lie? 

6. Where and how can stable governance be introduced into the region if at all, if not, what                 
is the method in which to take down the caliphate? 

7. Is there a solution for the long term?  
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